‘‘

A communityowned solution
bringing tenure
rights for people
in informal
settlements.

Community
Register
Office

‘‘

The Community Register Office is the only place
available to us where we can register our houses
in our name. This is important because without
shelter I suffer. Now I have a tenure certificate and
proof of address.
Fumanekile Ngadlela,
Resident of
Monwabisi Park
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The Community
Register Office
changing lives
Nolusindiso Njozela is a passionate
Social Worker employed by the
Department of Social Development. She
mostly works with foster grant recipients;
conducting home visits to check that the
living conditions for previously neglected
orphaned children are complying with
health and safety regulations. “I started
in 2014 when I was based in Endlovini
[Monwabisi Park]. I had to familiarize
myself with the area. It was so difficult
for me to find any houses as there are
no street names and the house numbers
don’t follow a sequence. I would go out

Nolusindiso Njozela,
Social Worker in
Monwabisi Park

with a list of 10 houses and come back
having only visited 2 houses. I was very
frustrated. One day, a client told me about
the VPUU CRO Office at the Container
Facility in C-Section where I can ask for
assistance to locate residents according
to their house numbers. You just need the
name of the person and then they show
you on a map where their house is located.
It makes my work much easier. I visit the
VPUU CRO on a weekly basis – every time
a new file comes in from Endlovini. It’s not
just helpful for me, but mostly for the foster
care grant recipients. We often have to stop
the grant if we can’t review conditions. And
then the children suffer, and that is not fair.
It is a struggle for those families to re-apply
for the grant. So it really makes a great
difference that I can find people easily and
don’t have to stop grants.”
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why a Community
Register Office?
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More than 20 years after the end of
Apartheid, South African communities
continue to struggle with the socioeconomic and spatial legacy of exclusion.
Many remain to live in unsuitable
environments. Just over 7 million people
are living in shacks (Stats SA) – informal,
often illegally erected corrugated iron or
wooden makeshift structures - without
access to water, sanitation and proof
of address. People struggle to open
bank accounts, find formal employment,
enroll their children at schools or receive
notifications.
With a Community Register Office being
established, neighbourhoods are getting
organized and registered on a local and
municipal database. This gives residents
an address and a sense of belonging to
the city.

‘‘

The Community
Register Office
affords residents in an
informal settlement
the opportunity to an
increased security of
tenure and improved
service delivery. People
can regain a sense
of belonging and
ownership.
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what is a Community
Register Office?
The Community Register Office
functions as a database driven tenure
administration system. By registering
personal details on the office’s database,
residents have the opportunity to access
legitimate and incremental land tenure. It
is a place where people can obtain a letter
confirming they reside in this area.
The Community Register Office gives
communities agency to hold local
government accountable in terms of
service delivery. Monitoring population
size helps government respond to
needs and demands timeously based on
evidence. With the enumeration survey,
CRO fieldworkers count all houses and
allocate a unique house number, collect
individual household data and map them
using Geographic Information Systems
technology. Government departments
use this information to optimize service
delivery: they can locate residents for
distribution of grants, chronic medication
and many other services.
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‘‘

The Community
Register Office serves
as a local community
information hub
where residents
can register their
personal information
for record keeping. It
provides tenure and
legal security through
administrative and
legal recognition for
the whole informal
settlement.
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structures. Local fieldworkers are trained
to maintain and constantly update a
community database as well as assisting
visitors with requests linked to household
data and tenure certificates. The additional
offerings of the office differ across
areas, depending on the needs of each
community. Community members and other
stakeholders can visit during office hours
to update their details, check out available
services and collect proof of residence.

how to set up
and operate a
Community Register
Office?
The Community Register Office is a
community-driven space and implies a
strong involvement of local leadership

CR
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‘‘

Community members
are trained to collect
and capture data from
households, manage
the Community
Register Office and
distribute information
upon request to
community members
and other stakeholders.
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5. Identify community facility to centrally
locate CRO and procure necessary equipment

4. Desktop Study by Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) expert to research existing
household numbering system of the area

3. Build relationships with community
leadership to support set up and promotion
of CRO
CRO

R
6. Open Call for applications for locally based
CRO fieldworkers

housing list

jobs

###

7. Interview, appoint and train fieldworkers

data

sim card
registration

###
###

2. Receive endorsement
and mandate to set up CRO

8. Plan and implement enumeration survey

1. Community and broader stakeholder
discussions to establish need for CRO

9. GIS expert to generate map of area and link household
information collected by the fieldworkers
CR

PREVENTION

information and
certificates

community

O

10. Fieldworkers to occupy CRO office daily
and distribute information as requested

O
CR

COHESION
PROTECTION
EVIDENCE

banks

service delivery
11. Ongoing training of fieldworkers and
updating of database.

Community Register Office set-up process

CRO
Public sector, provicial
government, municipality

‘‘

where do you
find established
Community Register
Offices?

Since 2015 VPUU
has assisted with
the Set-Up of two
Community Register
Offices located
in Gugulethu
and Khayelitsha
Informal Settlements.

LOTUS PARK
MONWABISI PARK
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Monwabisi Park

6507 households

registered on community
database

Lotus Park

3300 people living in
Lotus Park in 2017

1403 households

3 people visit the CRO

100%

100%

registered on community
database

households registered on
community database

on a daily basis for
adminstrative queries

613 people sought

assistance with the CRO
in one year

households registered on
community database

6470 tenure

certificates printed by
City of Cape Town

ICT4D
Can you imagine a world without
technology? We use information and
communication technologies for
development (ICT4D) to learn, educate,
communicate, exchange knowledge,
collect, store and explain information.
We are using it to make our voices heard.
Social and economic inequalities cause
a digital divide whereby poor people have
disproportionally less access to ICT.
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By setting up and operating the
Community Register Offices, VPUU aims
to use the power of ICT to build social
capital in informal settlements.

Fieldworkers are up-skilled in using
different types of technologies, including
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for
mapping, Open Data Kit (ODK) Application
for collecting and analysing data,
cellphones and PC’s to maintain a living,
electronic resident database.
Using ICT is not only improving the
accuracy and quality of data but it helps
communities to identify their own needs
for basic services. Residents start seeing
and understanding their neighbourhoods
better and can link existing needs to
practical interventions. Communities are
part of high-level decision making and
exercise active accountability for service
delivery.

‘‘

We want our work to
be evidence based and
to empower people
to use information
and communication
technologies (ICT) for
the benefit of dynamic
and sustainable
communities.

#getinvolved!
Our holistic participatory approach
engages the community from the very
beginning, throughout the process of
design, construction, activation and
monitoring and evaluation. Social, cultural,
recreational and business activation of
spaces is a success factor that draws on
many partnerships. We collaborate with
local groups, government, private sector
and tertiary institutions.
Our work is aimed towards deepening
citizenship, pride, encouraging
partnerships and improving the overall
quality of life. We promote:
•
•
•
•

#getinvolved
in setting up
a Community
Register Office?
Contact us today!

Life Long Learning
Building community social capital
Safe Communities
Evidence-based work of positive impact

With the Community Register Office, VPUU
advocates for evidence-based violence
prevention strategies. The focus is on
gathering and sharing qualitative and
quantitative socio-spatial data to inform
development processes, capacity building
and sharing of knowledge.

‘‘

VPUU aims to
co-create safe
and sustainable
neighbourhoods to
improve people’s
Quality of Life.
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#getinvolved
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